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Directed cell migration is essential for cells to efficiently migrate in physio-

logical and pathological processes. While migrating in their native environ-

ment, cells interact with multiple types of cues, such as mechanical and

chemical signals. The role of chemical guidance via chemotaxis has been

studied in the past, the understanding of mechanical guidance of cell

migration via durotaxis remained unclear until very recently. Nonetheless,

durotaxis has become a topic of intensive research and several advances

have been made in the study of mechanically guided cell migration across

multiple fields. Thus, in this article we provide a state of the art about

durotaxis by discussing in silico, in vitro and in vivo data. We also present

insights on the general mechanisms by which cells sense, transduce and

respond to environmental mechanics, to then contextualize these mecha-

nisms in the process of durotaxis and explain how cells bias their migration

in anisotropic substrates. Furthermore, we discuss what is known about

durotaxis in vivo and we comment on how haptotaxis could arise from

integrating durotaxis and chemotaxis in native environments.

Introduction

When moving in their native environments, migrating

cells and clusters requireto move in a directional and

persistent manner by performing directed cellmigration

(Box 1; Fig. 1). Migratory cells have been shown to

reply to a plethora of extracellular cues that bias their

migration in a given direction (extensively reviewed in

Ref. [1,2]). Among these cues, elastic properties of the

migratory substrate have been shown to bias single

and collective cell migration (CCM) to perform a pro-

cess known as durotaxis [3–7] (see Box 2: elastic prop-

erties definition and an updated operational definition

of durotaxis). Here, we discuss different aspects of

durotaxis, providing examples of in silico, in vitro and

in vivo durotaxis.

Durotaxis was named after Latin durus (translated

as ‘hard’) and the Greek word taxis (used for ‘logical

arrangement’). One of the first studies suggesting that

substrate mechanics can regulate biological responses

was conducted in chick neurons [35–37]. These authors

observed that the application of a mechanical stimulus

resulted in axon elongation [35]. A decade later, the

transition from nonpolarized cell state to a polarized

migratory state was also demonstrated to be influenced

by mechanical stimuli [38]. Following on from this

result, Lo et al. finally coined the term durotaxis, at

the start of the 21st century. In their seminal article,

the authors applied an anisotropic strain to hydrogels

and showed that substrate mechanics can bias the

direction of cell motion (see Box 2: strain definition).

They also found that cells exert higher traction and

increase their areas when exposed to stiffer surfaces.

At the time, these authors speculated that cells may
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dynamically alter their contractility in order to with-

stand the mechanical properties of their migratory sub-

strate [3]. To date, a range of cell types have been

shown to bias their directionality (see Box 2: direction-

ality definition) when exposed to a stiffness gradient,

by using multiple strategies that we discuss further in

this article. This framework about durotaxis in differ-

ent cell types would not be possible without the use of

hydrogels carrying stiffness gradients, defined as ‘a

chemically or physically cross-linked polymeric net-

work swollen by water’ [39,40].

Although initially described in single cells, durotaxis

has been also shown to guide the migration of cellular

cluster during CCM. A seminal article showed that

epithelial cells, when plated on stiffness gradients,

exhibited directional migration towards stiffer regions

of the gels [7]. In addition, these authors showed that

substrate rigidity biased collective migration by modu-

lating cadherin-based contacts in a myosin II-depen-

dent mechanism [41]. More recently, another group of

authors showed that durotactic behaviour is an emer-

gent property of a collective of cells. In this study,

Box 1. Cell polarity and directed cell motion

When moving in their native environments, migrating cells and clusters require to move in a directional and persis-

tent manner. To directionally migrate, cells polarize and orient their intrinsic polarity and motility machinery towards

an extrinsic biasing cue [8,9]. These extrinsic cues vary in nature as biochemical, electrical, mechanical cues or even

variations in substrate topology have been proposed to direct cell migration (explained below) and extensively dis-

cussed in Ref. [1].

Polarity achievement and protrusion formation are key events that allow cells to directionally migrate, and their

establishment is activated by cell-intrinsic molecular signalling but oriented by external factors [1] (Fig. 1). For

instance, actin polymerization at the leading edge is driven by small GTPase activity such as Rac1 or Cdc42 [10–15].

During lamellipodia formation, Rac1 activates actin nucleator proteins from the WAVE and phosphoinositide

families, known to be required for the activity of actin-nucleating proteins such as N-WASP-ARP2/3 complex

[13,14,16–18]. Unlike lamellipodia, filopodia of the leading edge are formed by Cdc42-induced actin polymerization

[10,12,19]. At the cell rear, RhoA activity induces retraction of the back inhibiting protrusion formation [16,19–21]

(Fig. 1B). Retraction has been proposed to be mediated by stress fibres formed by actomyosin contractility in a

force-dependent manner [19–21]. Here, RhoA kinase (ROCK) activates myosin II through phosphorylation, inducing

contractility and protrusion disassembly [19–23]. Data suggest that this mechanism could be mediated by ROCK acti-

vation of the phosphoinositide phosphatase PTEN at the back of the cell, which is known to inactivate PI3K, and

thus inhibiting adhesion and protrusion formation [23–26]. Thereby, to achieve polarity at signalling levels, different

GTPases have to change their distribution within the cell. How cells achieve this is poorly understood, but some rele-

vant molecules have been discovered. For instance, at the leading edge, p190RhoGAP RAC-dependent activation

inhibits RhoA activity, while in the back ROCK-induced serine phosphorylation of FilGAP leads to Rac inhibition

[27–29]. Some evidence also shows that RhoA is present at the leading edge, to depolymerize actin in the sites of FA

dynamics [30,31]. These observations unveil the complexity of the initial simplified model of RhoA/Rac polarization

and reveal the necessity of further investigation to understand the mechanisms that establish cell polarity.

As stated before, these mechanisms of intrinsic cell polarity are essential for cells to migrate. Nonetheless, in order to

navigate across their native environment, cells require ‘reading’ a combination of cues that will bias their intrinsic

polarity machinery towards their final positions [1]. The process by which intrinsic polarity is biased by external cues

in order to orient cells is named directed cell migration [32]. Thus, cells with low intrinsic polarity capabilities would

poorly reply to environmental biasing cues. These cells require further exploration of their surroundings in order to

find their way and will exhibit a type of migration named ‘random walk’. On the other hand, cells with a higher

degree of intrinsic polarity will efficiently move towards external cues to migrate with high directionality and persis-

tence [9,33]. How a cell can have high or low intrinsic directionality have been extensively studied. However, despite

being extensively investigated, there are still many open questions, and most studied point to the subfamily of Rho

GTPases: the Rac proteins. For instance, it has been observed that changes in total Rac activity can be used as a

switch between random and directional migration. In this article, fibroblast cultured in 3D or 2D environment exhibit

variations in Rac activity responsible for changes in the intrinsic directionality of cell migration [34]. Thus, the con-

trol of Rac activity by the migratory environment is one of the mechanisms that determine the degree of intrinsic

directionality which cells display when persistently and directionally migrating.
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Sunyer et al. compared the response of isolated human

mammary epithelial cells (MCF-10A) and clusters of

the same cell type, plated on a stiffness gradient,

observing that multicellular cluster exhibited durotaxis

even when isolated cells did not. Interestingly, the

same behaviour was observed in Madin-Darby canine

kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells. Mechanistically, Sun-

yer et al. [4] showed that collective durotaxis involves

long-range force transmission across the cluster via

cadherin-based contacts.

In addition to the role of durotaxis in physiological

processes, in vitro evidence has suggested that duro-

taxis is also involved in fibrosis [42] and cancer [43,44].

It has been well established that cancer cells plated on

stiff substrates display more aggressive phenotypes

than those plated on soft substrates [43,44]. However,

recent evidence has demonstrated that cultured U87-

MG (‘U87’), T98G, MDA-MB-231 and HT-1080

human cancer cell lines are able to undergo durotaxis

[43]. In a more mechanistic approach, another group

showed that Cdc42 GTPase-activating protein, a Rac1

and Cdc42 GTPase that specifically localize in the

cell–substrate adhesion points, is required for U2OS

osteosarcoma cells to migrate along stiffness gradients

[45]. On the other hand, pancreatic stellate cells

(PSCs), involved in pancreatic fibrosis, are also able to

durotax [46]. Furthermore, in another study, it was

observed that hepatic stellate cells (HSCs), known

profibrogenic cells in the liver, follow stiffness gradi-

ents by using a mechanism involving FA kinase

(FAK) activation, which, in turn, promotes YAP1-me-

diated downstream signalling [47]. Durotaxis was also

observed in ex vivo studies of spheroids of human epi-

dermoid carcinoma cells (A431) demonstrating that

durotaxis has the potential to operate in challenging

3D in vivo environments. Together, these findings

highlight the importance of dissecting the mechanisms

underlying durotaxis in order to further expand our

understanding of cancer, fibrosis and other pathologi-

cal conditions, which are normally studied from a

molecular perspective.

Translating mechanical inputs into a
cellular response

How do cells change their behaviour when exposed to

a mechanically challenging environment? Addressing

this question is a milestone in our quest to elucidate

how a cell or group of cells durotax in a stiffness gra-

dient. In this section, we describe the macromolecular

structures and mechanisms that cells use to sense and

translate mechanical inputs into a cellular response.

We initially describe work performed in isotropic

hydrogels carrying a defined value of stiffness (not in a

durotactic gradient) to then further explain how these

structures and mechanisms operate in a concerted

manner to drive durotaxis. In this last section, we refer

just to work performed in anisotropic hydrogels carry-

ing a stiffness gradient. This is an important point as

durotaxis should involve displacement or growth along

a stiffness gradient and studying in gels of isotropic

stiffness values can potentially lead to misconceptions

in the field. Nonetheless, we believe that studies per-

formed in isotropic gels have paved the way to achieve

our current level of understanding about durotaxis.

In order to adapt to the extracellular environment,

migratory cells are first required to detect a mechanical

stimulus and subsequently to respond to this cue. The

mechanisms by which cells achieve this have been

named as mechanosensation and mechanotransduc-

tion, respectively [48]. Since these concepts are highly

interdependent, the concepts of mechanosensation and

mechanotransduction are still under refinement, and

literature sometimes tends to be misleading when

establishing a proper definition for molecules that may

play a role in sensing or transducing mechanical

inputs. This is due to the fact that many molecules

involved in the response to a mechanical cue can act

as sensors and/or transducers [49] (Figs 2A,B and 3).

Fig. 1. Cell polarity and directed cell motion.
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For instance, focal adhesions (FAs) sense a mechanical

stimulus and activate internal signalling pathways,

which in turn promote their own reinforcement and

dynamics. Thus, these structures act as sensors, trans-

ducers and the responsible element that executes the

response to mechanics (we described this example in

more detail below). Likewise, in several cases it is chal-

lenging to identify whether a protein or structure plays

a role in sensing or transducing the mechanical envi-

ronment of a cell. Hence, in order to establish a defini-

tion that allows us to distinguish between the processes

of mechanosensing and mechanotransduction, we believe

it is essential for authors to start considering the time

scales in which these processes operate, as it is starting

to be revealed [50]. Additionally, it may prove to be

important to consider the submodules within a cellular

structure, as in the case of FAs, where mechanosensing

and mechanotransduction modules are starting to be

dissected [51]. For example, mechanosensing must occur

in a rather short temporal regime (in the order of mil-

liseconds) and it is characterized by changes in the struc-

ture of specific molecules, the ‘sensors’. Since other

structural changes have been reported to involve modu-

lation of actomyosin contractility [52], protein stretching

Box 2. Definitions of biological and physical terms

Durotaxis

In the light of recent discoveries, durotaxis can be defined as the directed motion or growth of cells based on varia-

tions in the stiffness of their extracellular matrix (ECM) [132].

Cell leading edge (front)

The closest border of the cell to the direction of the movement, normally where protrusions are formed.

Cell rear (back)

The farthest border of the cell to the direction of movement. A region of high actomyosin contractility.

Directionality

The displacement of a cell divided by the total length of the migrated distance. Thus, randomly migrating cells dis-

play lower directionality than cells that persistently migrate in the same direction.

Lamella

Flat and large projections of cell membrane that typically, but not exclusively, form in the leading edge of a cell that

migrates with a mesenchymal migratory mode.

Filopodia

Long and thin cytoplasmic protrusions that extend beyond the extended lamella.

Elastic properties

The property of some materials to deform upon a stress and then return to their original shape after the input is

removed.

Stress

Physical quantity used to express the internal force that surroundings exert over a cross-sectional area of a given

object. In mechanobiology, this term can be used as the force required to deform a biological material.

Strain

Correspond to the rate of deformation a material exhibit when exposed to mechanical stress.

Tension

According to Newton’s laws, every time a force is applied over an object, the object simultaneously exerts a force of

equal magnitude and opposite direction over the origin of the force. Thus, tension is referred as the reaction force

applied over a source of mechanical stress.
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[53] or mechanically activated ion channel opening

[54,55], it may result interesting to also evaluate the exis-

tence of substructural modules and temporal regimes

that may be in charge of differentially sense or trans-

duce a mechanical stimuli in these cellular components.

Mechanosensing

Several cellular structures have been proposed to work

as mechanical sensors, including FAs and the acto-

myosin network (Fig. 2A). Additionally, in certain

contexts, there are examples in which the plasma mem-

brane (PM) and cell-to-cell contact molecules can also

act as mechanosensors [56,57]. In this section, we will

analyse some of the mechanosensitive structures,

described above, and discuss some of the latest

advances in this field.

Focal adhesion sensing module

Focal adhesions are structures that can be part of

either the mechanosensing or mechanotransduction

process. In this section, we will focus on the role of

the FAs as sensors of a mechanical input, while their

role as transducers will be described further later.

Focal adhesions are structures that connect cells to

the ECM of their migratory substrate [58]. The

strength of adhesion and traction that adhering cells

exert on their migratory substrates depends almost

exclusively on integrin-based signalling. Integrins are

transmembrane proteins that bind to proteins from the

ECM and recruit many regulatory and adaptor pro-

teins. The recruitment of proteins to integrins facili-

tates linkage to the cytoskeleton to promote changes

in cell shape and downstream signalling [59]. As the

major force-bearing structure between cells and the

ECM, integrins play a central role in determining how

cells sense and respond to the mechanical properties of

their migratory substrate [58,60]. Other FA proteins

that have been shown to be relevant for mechanosens-

ing are the adaptors vinculin and talin. In the FA,

these proteins are the molecular bridges that transmit

the actin-based force to the integrin in the adhesion

sites and vice versa [61,62]. Interestingly, the recruit-

ment of vinculin and talin to the FA is force-depen-

dent [63,64]. Furthermore, when migrating in stiffer

substrates FAs are stretched and with that vinculin

and talin expose new binding domains to promote

cytoskeletal dynamics via downstream signalling [65].

For instance, upon stretching, talin exhibits binding

sites for several proteins such as integrins, vinculin and

actin, thus reinforcing FA formation and dynamics

[66].

Actomyosin network

The actomyosin cytoskeleton adapts and polarizes

depending on mechanical environmental cues

[52,60,67]. For instance, migratory B16F1 mouse mela-

noma cells present differential cytoskeletal

Fig. 2. Mechanosensing in soft and stiff

substrates. (A) Mechanosensing:

Mechanical cues of the environment, such

as substrate rigidity, can modulate the

composition and dimensions of the FAs. In

turn, FAs promote the spatial reorganization

of the actomyosin cytoskeleton, thereby

mediating i tension (represented by FA

angle) over the same FA and the cell

cortex. Thus, cells plated on soft substrates

have small FA complexes, with low degree

of assembly, which experience low levels

of tension, while cells plated on stiff

substrates present a higher degree of FA

assembly and experience greater levels of

tension. (B) Some of the most common

elements of the mechanical response to

substrate rigidity including sensing and

transduction modules. Here, it should be

noted that some of the elements, such as

integrin or some cytoskeleton elements,

can exhibit both functions.
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arrangements when cultured on substrates of various

dimensions and geometries [68]. Furthermore, it has

been shown that ordering of the actin cytoskeleton

also depends on substrate rigidity [69]. In this work,

the authors showed that the dynamic mechanical prop-

erties of the actin cytoskeleton change from fluid-like

to solid-like in response to substrates of different stiff-

nesses [69].

Mechanosensing has not only been tested at the

level of actin fibres. For instance, it has been suggested

that myosin II isoforms cooperate to work as

mechanosensors. In this context, it has been observed

that stiffness can induce accumulation of MIIB at the

rear of the cell, primed by MIIA assembly [67]. In a

more in vivo approach, it was suggested that geometri-

cal and mechanical constraints are required to orient

the cytoskeleton and the axis of tension during ventral

furrow formation in the Drosophila embryo [70] (see

Box 2: tension definition). In this work, they showed

that anisotropic cortical tension at apical cell junctions

is sufficient to drive tissue elongation, and this differ-

ential distribution of tension is dependent on myosin

II accumulation. Taken together, these findings have

allowed to formulate a model where mechanosensing

through the actomyosin network emerges from the col-

lective dynamics of the cortex [50,71].

Plasma membrane

The PM must be able to accommodate for the fluctua-

tions in tension arising from interior and exterior of

the cell. This serves a dual role, preventing PM rupture

and maintaining cell homeostasis in response to envi-

ronmental changes [72–74]. Thus, as a structure, which

is able to adapt in response to mechanical cues, the

PM has been postulated to function as a

mechanosensory structure. Notably, physical changes

in the PM can induce conformational changes in key

signalling membrane components [75]. These changes

range from lipid rearrangements [74], ion channel

opening [76], conformational changes in G proteins

and translocation of signalling proteins [77]. One of

the most studied cases of how physical changes in cell

membrane can affect cell behaviour is related to

changes in mechanically gated channels [54].

Mechanosensitive channels are directly activated by

membrane stress, or indirectly by other elements asso-

ciated with the membrane (see Box 2: stress defini-

tion). Some channels have been directly related to

mechanosensing during cell migration [78,79]. One of

the most well-studied mechanosensitive channel is

Piezo1, an unspecific cation channel from the family of

membrane stretch-activated channels (SACs) [80,81].

The PM can be stretched in several ways, when a cell

experiences compressive forces. Interestingly, it has

been shown that Piezo1 is a channel that is sensitive to

compressive forces [82]. In this article, they observe

that the changes in the migratory modes that are

exhibited by Dictyostelium in response to increases in

confinement are not present in Piezo1 mutants. The

mechanism proposed here is that bleb-mediated migra-

tion requires calcium influx, facilitated by Piezo1 chan-

nels. It is suggested that this could be related to an

increment of myosin II at the cortex by an unknown

mechanism [82]. Some other mechanosensitive chan-

nels have been related to decision making and cell nav-

igation in complex environments [83] and in cancer

metastatic spreading [84]. Their role in durotaxis is

also starting to be studied [85].

Another way by which PM modulates migratory

processes is through lipid signalling [75]. In this line, it

has been observed that phosphatidylinositol 3,4-

Fig. 3. Mechanotransduction. Once

assembled, FAs can act as a signalling hub

that can activate several pathways, leading

to the modulation of cell behaviour in

response to the stiffness. However, FAs are

not the only sensitive or transduction hub in

the cell. For instance, there are

mechanosensitive channels such as Piezo1,

or even the membrane itself can act as a

mechanosensitive/mechanotransduction

element (discussed in this review). Thus, the

figure presented here corresponds to a

simplification of the mechanotransduction

phenomena, just for general guidance

purposes.
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bisphosphate is present in cancer protrusions, posi-

tively regulating cancer aggressiveness through lamel-

lipodia maturation, podosomes and invadopodia

formation and also playing a critical role in FA

dynamics [86,87] (see Box 2: lamella and filopodia defi-

nitions). On the other hand, lipid droplets from the

PM have been shown to disrupt mechanosensing in

hepatocellular carcinoma. In this work, the authors

found that the presence of small lipid droplets can

result in a decrease in stiffness-induced cell spreading,

disrupting FA and stress fibres. These data suggest

that lipid droplets can impair the ability of the hepato-

cyte to sense its underlying matrix stiffness [88].

Mechanotransduction

Once a mechanical input is sensed, this signal is trans-

lated into a biochemical signalling cascade that will, in

turn, promote a molecular and cellular response to

mechanics (Figs 2B and 3). The process by which cells

achieve this is referred to here as mechanotransduc-

tion. In general, mechanotransduction can be mediated

by rapid protein modifications that in turn modify the

cytoskeleton and cell behaviour to eventually generate

a transcriptional response. While protein modifications

occur in seconds to minutes (midterm), a transcrip-

tional response requires minutes to hours to occur

(long term). Here, we discuss some of the most studied

signalling cascades that are activated by the different

aforementioned mechanosensory mechanisms to trans-

duce a mechanical stimulus into a cellular response.

As discussed above, FAs are not only mechanosensi-

tive structures. Indeed, the proteins recruited into FA

complexes are also able to mediate downstream sig-

nalling via modulation of signalling molecules such as

kinases, phosphatases and scaffold proteins, as part of

the mechanotransductive machinery (Fig. 2B). Thus,

FA components act both as sensors and as transducers

of mechanical cues [51]. For example, integrin engage-

ment can activate Rac1 and Cdc42 to promote cell

spreading [89]. In this work, the authors showed that

integrin-dependent adhesion leads to rapid activation

of p-21-activated kinase, a downstream effector of

Rac1 and Cdc42, which is implicated in cytoskeleton

remodelling and cell motility [89,90]. In line with this,

b1 integrins induce Rac1 activation [91,92], while a1
integrin reinforces adhesion by Ras homolog family

member A (RhoA)-mDIA activation pathway [92].

Remarkably, Rho kinase (ROCK)-dependent activa-

tion of the c-Fos/c-Jun transcription complex has been

shown to underpin an increase in a6 integrin in fibrob-

lasts cultured on stiff substrates [93]. Also, it is known

that stiff substrates promote ROCK activation in

fibroblasts [94]. Furthermore, it has been shown that

cells can adapt to new substrates by modulating the

type of integrin that they express in their FAs and

with that modulate traction and motility [95]. Cancer

cells also modulate the amount and type of integrins

in stiff substrates, leading to increase in aggressiveness

[96]. Together, these last examples suggest that FAs

not only sense and transduce but also can rapidly

respond to mechanical cues by modulating cell adhe-

sion and traction.

In addition to integrins, many other members of the

FA complexes have been shown to promote down-

stream signalling upon exposure to mechanical stimuli.

One of the most studied proteins is FAK. Several sig-

nalling molecules have been identified downstream

FAK, and most of these pathways are involved in pro-

moting cell migration, that is, FAK can form a com-

plex with Src to phosphorylate p130CAS [97].

Phosphorylated p130CAS in turn associates with Cas/

Crk complex, which is known to play a role in migra-

tion by mediating Rac1 activation at the leading edge

of motile cells [98,99] (see Box : cell leading edge defi-

nition). p130CAS activity has been directly demon-

strated to promote downstream signalling upon

mechanical stress [53]. In this seminal study, the

authors developed a battery of tools to stretch the pro-

tein itself. Using these tools, the authors observed that

tyrosine residues within the CAS substrate domain

(CasSD) became increasingly phosphorylated upon the

application of mechanical stretch to the protein. Tyro-

sine phosphorylation of CasSD triggered the activation

of downstream signalling cascades. Notably, activated

CasSD localizes to the periphery of cells where nor-

mally tractions are exerted [53]. These results suggested

for the first time that a molecule could act as a sensor

that would transduce stretch into a mechanical

response. A few years later, it was shown that another

member of the CAS family of proteins, known as Ned-

d9, is required for avian neural crest cell migration

in vivo by controlling actin dynamics [100]. More

recently, it was shown that Nedd9 regulates cell polar-

ity and the migration of the neural crest through mod-

ulation of RhoA activity, via the association with the

RhoGAP DLC1 [101]. In support of our recent find-

ings where we demonstrated that neural crest cells are

a mechanosensitive cell population [102], an interesting

possibility is that CAS proteins can work as

mechanosensors and/or transducers in the neural crest,

an embryonic and highly migratory cell population.

Lastly, p130CAS does not only play a role in cell

migration, but also play a role in survival and

proliferation via regulation of ERK and JNK sig-

nalling [103].
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Vinculin and talin can also transduce force across

the FA [19,104,105]. For instance, in mouse embryonic

fibroblasts, talin has been shown to transmit force via

unfolding its rod domain [105]. More precisely, it was

shown that DLC1, which is a negative regulator of

RhoA, directly binds to the R8 subdomain within the

talin rod domain. Interestingly, this force-dependent

interaction is required to localize DLC1 to the FAs

where it controls FA dynamics and cell migration

[106]. Taking an even more mechanistic approach,

another group demonstrated the structural basis that

allows talin to work as a mechanotransducer [107].

This work provided an idea on how cells could use

proteins such as talin to accurately and rapidly

respond to a noisy native environment. Talin and vin-

culin are also known to connect the FAs to the actin

cytoskeleton to mediate mechanical signalling [22].

Vinculin, for instance, can bind to both FAs and the

cytoskeleton and the structural domains by which this

interaction occurs are well-defined [108,109]. Taking

advantage of this knowledge, a group of authors

developed a tool that allowed to directly measure the

magnitude of forces that are transmitted from the sub-

strate into the cell via vinculin [64]. One of the conclu-

sions of this seminal work is that force-dependent

stabilization of FAs involves recruitment of vinculin to

FAs, from where it can transmit force. Strikingly, they

showed that these two steps can be independently con-

trolled [64]. The role of vinculin in mechanotransduc-

tion and its interactors has been widely studied and

discussed in the literature [110–112]. In vivo, the role

of integrin, vinculin and talin in the collective migra-

tion of neural crest cells, a mechanosensitive cell popu-

lation [102], revealed a physiological context in which

these molecules can operate to potentially mediate

force transmission in a native context. This offers an

excellent platform to test the extent to which in vitro

signalling mechanisms that have been shown to be reg-

ulated by the integrin pathway converge with those

that may arise in more complex in vivo environments.

Finally, SACs such as Piezo1 allow calcium influx

upon membrane stretch, activating an intriguing cal-

cium-mediated downstream signalling cascade

[113,114]. Interestingly, it has been shown that Piezo1-

mediated increase in cytosolic Ca2+ induces actomyosin

contractility [115]. Also, a recent paper has shown that

Piezo1 is involved in modulating the morphogenesis of

zebrafish outflow tract tissue, which is constantly

exposed to mechanical stress [116]. In this tissue,

Piezo1 activity is essential for the activation of the

transcription factor Yap1 [116], a well-known mechan-

otransducer, which is an essential component of the

Hippo pathway [117]. This study demonstrates how a

mechanical stimulus that is received in the membrane

of a cell can be internalized into the nucleus.

One of the most well-studied long-term modifica-

tions, driven by mechanical cues, is the activation and

localization of the Yes-associated protein (YAP)

[118]. YAP is a family of transcriptional cofactors

whose translocation to the nucleus is known to be

controlled by mechanical cues of the environment,

such as ECM rigidity, strain, shear stress, adhesive

area or force [119]. Interestingly, YAP nuclear

translocation is itself a short-term modification, but

the effects of this translocation have long-term tran-

scriptional effects. Once in the nucleus, YAP binds to

TEAD transcription factors and induces the transcrip-

tion of genes associated with proliferation and inhibi-

tion of differentiation or cell migration and invasion

in cancer cells [120]. Accordingly, a study using opto-

genetic tools to modulate RhoA-mediated cell con-

tractility showed that cell contractility can induce

YAP nuclear localization [121]. Furthermore, another

group showed that Yap1 nuclear translocation is

force-dependent [122]. In this study, it was elegantly

shown that upon AFM-induced extrinsic stress, Yap1

can translocate into the nucleus via nuclear pores

[122]. In this line, talin unfolding in response to

increases in matrix rigidity leads to YAP nuclear

translocation [123]. Finally, in vivo data revealed that

YAP is required for CCM [124]. In this article, the

authors showed that YAP is expressed predominantly

in the dorsal neural tube, and its loss of function

inhibits the migration of neural crest cells, while gain-

of-function embryos exhibit an increase in neural

crest migration from the neural tube [124]. Further-

more, recent studies show that Yap1 also mediates

the migration of chicken neural crest cells and that

this process is dependent on the metabolic state of

these cells [124]. Although the authors did not take a

mechanical approach, this system can offer a great

platform where to study how the interplay of

mechanics, and metabolism can modify gene tran-

scription to allow cell migration in vivo.

Another molecule known to promote long-term

changes in response to mechanical cues is b-catenin. b-
catenin is a subunit of the cadherin protein complex

and thus is involved in several processes, such as main-

taining cell-to-cell adhesion and promoting down-

stream signalling. This positions b-catenin as one of

the main intracellular transducers of the WNT path-

way. Catenins are required for cell migration [125],

and at the signalling level, it is known that Wnt/b-
catenin can be activated by mechanical cues to pro-

mote processes such as differentiation [126], patterning

[127] and specific changes in gene expression [128].
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These findings may suggest a role for b-catenin in the

response to mechanical cues during cell migration,

although this possibility remains to be explored.

In this section, we have described the roles of only a

few structural elements in the process of mechan-

otransduction during cell migration. However, several

other structures and pathways have been suggested to

work as mechanotransductive elements of cells, in a

variety of cellular processes, aside from cell migration.

We refer you to a number of excellent reviews, written

on this topic [48,129–131].

Durotaxis: mechanosensing and
mechanotransduction in action

Cell migration is a dynamic process and when migrat-

ing on a chemical, electrical or stiffness gradient, cells

are required to constantly monitor changes in their

migratory substrate, that is, rigidity changes in the

case of durotaxis (Fig. 4). We have described several

cellular structures that have been proposed to work as

mechanical sensors and transducers in cells adhering

to substrates of isotropic stiffness (either soft or stiff).

Nonetheless, during durotaxis, migration occurs in a

rather anisotropic substrate, from which mechanical

cues must be differentially ‘read’ and transmitted

across the cell or the cluster. Hence, in this part of our

work we will refer just to work performed by analys-

ing cell behaviour in anisotropic surfaces.

Once internalized, the output of this differential

elasticity of the migratory substrate is translated into a

cascade that stabilizes cell polarity to bias the direction

of cell migration, transforming what is known as ‘ran-

dom walk’ into ‘directed cell migration’ (Box 1. Here,

we comment on advances that depict, in part, how the

above-described mechanisms of sensing and transduc-

tion of mechanical cues can work to direct cell migra-

tion via durotaxis.

As stated, most evidence points towards integrin-

based FAs and actomyosin-based contractility as key

Fig. 4. Durotaxis: mechanosensing and mechanotransduction in action. When cells follow stiffness gradients, different events can be

observed at the front and the rear of the cells. At the front, due to higher rigidity, there is high recruitment of FA proteins, higher rate of

assembly and thus larger FA size. On the other hand, in the rear of the cell, the softer substrate promotes lower recruitment of FA

proteins, with an increased frequency of FA disassembly. This asymmetry between front and rear generates a net flow of FA proteins to

the leading edge. Thus, mature FAs form mainly at the front to promote protrusion extension and establish the direction of migration to the

stiffer regions of the substrate.
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components of the mechanism by which migrating

cells sense substrate rigidity [50,133]. For instance, it is

known that polarized migratory cells sense rigidity at

the leading edge in an integrin-dependent manner

[92,95,134]. Also, rigidity sensing and adaptation to

substrates of varying stiffnesses are mediated by regu-

lating integrin types [95]. These last studies were not

performed on cells adhering to substrates with stiffness

gradients, but more recent and direct evidence shows

that FAK activity is required for durotaxis [47,135–
137]. In this study, FAK knockdown inhibited the

directionality that fibroblast normally displays when

undergoing durotaxis on a stiffness gradient [135]. In

addition to FAK, vinculin and talin are involved in

substrate sensing by enabling cells to generate traction,

also known as ‘tugging’ [60,138]. This process involves

dynamic fluctuations of FA dynamics and in turn cell

traction in response to changes in substrate rigidity via

a mechanism that depends on ROCK activity [60].

Though we refer to few examples, there are plenty of

articles that complement the studies described here

and confirm the importance of FA-associated proteins

as part of the mechanosensing machineries that cells

use during durotaxis.

Although FAs are known to work as a sensing hub

for substrate rigidity, strong evidence also suggests

that rigidity of the substrate is not only sensed at the

FA. By using micropillars, the Ladoux group demon-

strated that mechanosensing requires FAs. However,

their observations suggested that mechanosensing

requires a large-scale feedback mechanism that

involves reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton to

align in the direction of the applied force and modify

traction at the FAs [133]. Even before Ladoux’s obser-

vations, the actomyosin cytoskeleton was proposed to

be essential to transmit stiffness anisotropy from the

migratory substrate to the cell interior, to allow cells

to adapt to applied force [50,52,67,69]. In one study, a

tool to measure traction forces of isolated myoblasts

in real time in response to varying levels of stiffness

was generated. Using this tool, the authors demon-

strated that the kinetics of myosin binding to actin is

force-dependent, meaning that contractile units of

actomyosin themselves can work as mechanosensors

[69]. It is important to note that these results were not

performed in the presence of a stiffness gradient.

However, the authors hypothesized that by using this

mechanism, cells could translate substrate anisotropy

into anisotropic cytoskeletal tension and, with that,

locally adjust adhesion complexes to guide migration

along stiffness gradients [69,133]. Subsequently, Raab

et al. demonstrated that myosin IIA (MIIA) and

MIIB isoforms cooperate to promote cytoskeleton

polarization in mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) that

‘crawl’ from soft to stiff substrates. These authors

found that while MSCs adhere to soft 2D or 3D sub-

strates, MIIB remains in a nonpolarized configuration.

Conversely, when MSCs are plated on stiffer sub-

strates, MIIB acquires a polarized distribution by

localizing at the centre and rear of the cell (see Box 2:

cell rear definition). They also confirmed that this sub-

strate-induced polarized distribution of myosin II

underpinned the formation of a nonprotrusive region,

as it has been previously described in migrating cells

[67]. The authors also showed that in their conditions

there was not polarized distribution of MIIA; how-

ever, its assembly into fibrils increased as the cells

moved towards stiffer substrates, in accordance with a

reduction in phosphorylation levels. This work also

revealed that both isoforms were required for duro-

taxis, but knockdown experiments revealed that MIIB

was more sensitive to durotaxis than MIIA [67]. Thus,

the mechanism described by these authors suggests

that myosin II isoforms cooperate to work as

mechanosensors. Also, a model was proposed where

the accumulation of MIIB at the rear of the cell is

primed by MIIA assembly, in a manner dependent on

the stiffness of the migratory environment, supporting

previous observations proposing the relevance of the

actomyosin cytoskeleton for durotaxis [50,69,133].

More recently, a group of authors confirmed that

sensing of matrix rigidity requires dynamic actin poly-

merization at the FA sites [139]. The examples dis-

cussed here confirm that there is a long-range

mechanism of cellular sensing of the substrate, where

the actomyosin cytoskeleton globally senses changes in

substrate stiffness to then locally ‘tug’ FA traction

and polarize cells to perform durotaxis. In addition,

several evidence confirms that FAs and actomyosin

are also required for collective durotaxis; however, cel-

lular clusters also rely on cell-to-cell contacts to trans-

mit mechanical information from their front to the

rear [85,140–142].
Our knowledge of durotaxis does not solely derive

from experimental work. In fact, much of what we

know today about the mechanisms of durotaxis is the

result of integrating experimental information into

physical models. 2D models describe durotaxis as an

elastic stability phenomenon [143]. Here, the authors

consider the cytoskeleton as a planar system com-

posed of prestressed elastic linear elements. These ele-

ments represent stress fibres, which are anchored to

the substrates via dots that represent the FAs. Using

this simple model, the authors proposed that although

cytoskeleton and FAs are both important for migra-

tion, the elastic stability of the cytoskeleton was more
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important than the stability of FAs. As such, they

suggested that the cytoskeleton may play a major role

in migration and mechanosensing [143]. This and sev-

eral other models nicely fit the experimental demon-

strations discussed along this review [144–148]. More

recently, other groups used cellular pots models where

they analysed the morphology of migrating cells,

migrated distance, spreading area and migration speed

under five different configurations of durotaxis and

found that their numerical results were also in agree-

ment with experimental data [149]. Furthermore, a

‘molecular clutch’ model has been generated to

explain mechanosensing and directional motion of

durotacting cells. In this model, adhesion points

engage when stiffness is sufficiently high, exposing

binding sites of mechanosensitive proteins. Several

publications that combine modelling and experimental

approaches use this clutch model to explain the phe-

nomenon of durotaxis in both single and collectively

migrating cells [95,123,150]. A common feature of all

the models mentioned so far is that they reproduce

what has been shown with experimental systems: the

migration from soft to stiff substrates. However, there

is a very interesting case where two different groups

proposed that cells can also migrate from stiff to soft

substrate. The first evidence was provided in a theo-

retical work, in which the authors found that their

model conditions revealed that cells would crawl not

only from very soft to stiff regions but also from very

stiff to soft surfaces [151]. Subsequently, in vitro data

suggest that HT-1080 cancer cells can also perform

reverse durotaxis – as stated by the authors ‘at least

in some matrix regimes’ [152]. Results from this work

are in agreement with findings observed by groups

studying directional motion of liquid nanodroplet

[153]. In this case, these simple structures also

undergo reverse durotaxis. Perhaps an explanation for

this interesting variation of durotaxis may lay in

advances made by the material sciences field. These

examples show the relevance of studying durotaxis in

different contexts and ranges of rigidity. Also, they

suggest that it is important to combine experimental

and modelling data, as this may lead to finding emer-

gent properties of durotaxis that would otherwise be

overlooked.

Conclusions and perspectives

A century ago, D’Arcy Thompson suggested that ani-

mal body shapes are conditioned by gravity [154]

marking the beginning of an era in which researchers

would set to understand the biophysical basis of life.

Although advances in this field have been delayed due

to the global interest in genetic studies, technical devel-

opments in the last decades allow us now to measure

and challenge native mechanical environments in mor-

phogenesis [102,129,155,156] and cancer [156–160].
These discoveries have helped researchers to advance

our knowledge in several biophysical aspects, particu-

larly in elucidating a role for durotaxis in the guidance

of cell migration in vivo.

Durotaxis in vivo

In addition to the 2D experimental and modelling

approaches discussed here, 3D modelling and 3D

in vitro and in vivo durotaxis approaches provide fur-

ther support to the idea that mechanical guidance

exists in physiologically relevant conditions. Using

ex vivo systems, some groups have generated gradients

with in vivo relevant stiffness values to study both

blood vessels [161] and Schwann cells [162] durotactic

responses. In these well-controlled ex vivo systems, the

authors observed that blood vessels and Schwann cells

as well as stem cells directionally migrate by following

physiologically relevant stiffness gradients [161–163],
strongly suggesting that this may also be the case

in vivo. Theoretical work using 3D modelling supports

these experimental observations [146]. A group used a

finite element model to describe a single-cell migrating

in a 3D stiffness gradient and not only found that cells

follow stiffness gradients, but also found that filopodia

may serve as an explorative or sensing structure for

cells migrating across complex 3D environments [146].

In a more direct approach, Franze’s Lab showed that

nerves of the optic tract collectively follow a stiffness

gradient in vivo [164,165]. Remarkably, the authors

observed that depleting observed stiffness gradients

inhibited the direction of axon growth. In addition,

this group provided an explanation for the origin of

this stiffness gradient and suggested that the mechani-

cally gated channel, Piezo1, is required to sense sub-

strates of anisotropic stiffness [164,165]. This, in our

opinion, is the first and clearest example of the dis-

placement of cellular structures from soft to stiff

regions in their native environment. Furthermore, a

more recent article clearly shows that a stiffness gradi-

ent arises during mouse limb bud formation and that

limb cells migrate by following this stiffness gradient

[166], yet assessing the migration of limb cells after

modifying this gradient remains to be assessed. Build-

ing on these examples, an interesting question is

whether the robustness of the mechanism described to

support durotaxis in vitro would be maintained in

complex native environments. Accordingly, Raab et al.

demonstrated that all their results regarding MIIA/B-
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based mechanosensing mechanisms are reproducible in

cells performing durotaxis in 3D gels [167,168]. This

strongly suggests that mechanisms of durotaxis may

operate in vivo, but further experiments are required to

achieve such a conclusion. In addition, recent data

revealed that cell stiffness is largely independent of

substrate stiffness [169]. Although still hypothetical,

this is an important point as most of the in vitro data

generated by the field works under the assumption that

cell stiffness matches that of its migratory substrate. In

this context, we believe that it would be interesting to

test these novel ideas in the context of durotaxis and

to evaluate whether and how this new scenario could

reshape our current understanding about the ‘mecha-

nisms of durotaxis’.

Integrating chemotaxis and durotaxis

In spite of the establishment of a role for durotaxis

in vivo, one of the challenges that the field is approach-

ing is the integration of mechanical guidance with

other types of guidance mechanisms such as chemo-

taxis. In a living organism, cells migrate in a convo-

luted environment where chemical and physical cues

co-exist; thus, it is likely that cells do not migrate by

following just one or the other type of environmental

cue. Instead, cells may perform a more integrative type

of motion where they sense and translate multiple cues

into directed migration by perhaps performing a sort

of ‘mixotaxis’, as it is starting to be proposed [1]. In

accordance with this, recently published evidence

shows that the presence of a structured gradient of

chemoattractant(s) seems dispensable to direct the

migration of neural crest cells. The authors of this arti-

cle propose that their data suggest that other types of

nonhomogeneous environments, of so far unknown

nature, may be guiding CCM of neural crest cells

in vivo [170]. Considering that neural crest cells have

been shown to be mechanosensitive [102], it is tempt-

ing to hypothesize that the nature of these putative

nonhomogeneous environments may be in the form of

stiffness gradients. In other systems but in line with

these ideas, it has been proposed that durotaxis and

chemotaxis interplay [171]. This is an interesting exam-

ple as it shows that chemotaxis of hMSCs is more effi-

cient in soft substrates, as stated by the authors, this

highlights the synergic influence of chemical and physi-

cal cues in guiding cell migration [171]. Intriguingly,

gradients of bound molecules can also guide cell

migration in a process named as haptotaxis, a form of

collective guidance where cells follow gradients of

adhesive substrates, that is, ECM or chemokinetic

molecules [172,173]. As a concept, haptotaxis

reinforces the idea that cells may migrate by integrat-

ing at least both chemical and mechanical cues. This

idea of integrating chemotaxis and durotaxis in vivo

has been recently shown. For instance, WNT5a was

previously thought to promote chemotaxis during

mouse limb bud formation, though recent data suggest

that this molecule may not operate as a chemoattrac-

tant. Instead, the evidence suggests that a stiffness gra-

dient may underlay WNT5a secretion in the shape of

a gradient that will in turn modify the ECM to allow

directional migration [166]. Together, these observa-

tions suggest that mechanical gradients may work

in vivo by cooperating with chemical cues to promote

directed cell migration. In our opinion, this is a clear

demonstration that chemotaxis and durotaxis interact

to enable directed cell motion by allowing haptotaxis

in vivo. Nonetheless, in order to fully demonstrate this,

the authors should confirm or rule out that a stiffness

gradient underlies the graded deposition of matrix or

the graded distribution of WNT5a. This would finally

probe that haptotaxis operates during mouse limb

development. A clearer example of in vivo haptotaxis

has been shown in breast cancer where a gradient of

fibronectin allows directional movement of cancer cells

both, in vivo and in vitro [174]. In their in vivo

approach, these authors used intravital imaging, a tool

that is proving extremely useful in the visualization of

biological processes in their native context [175].

Another important point that arises in this context

stems from the fact that several cell types, that is den-

dritic cells of lymph nodes, migrate by responding to

chemoattractant cues but closely interacting with their

challenging biophysical environment by combining

integrin-dependent [176] and amoeboid-like [177]

migratory modes. In this context, we believe that an

additional challenge faced by the field is to (a) explore

whether cells can durotax by using amoeboid migra-

tory strategies or a combination of amoeboid and inte-

grin-dependent migration; and (b) to understand how

these potentially new modes of durotaxis can actually

be integrated with known chemotactic mechanisms.

Addressing this type of points is challenging as it

would take the field to a new level of experimental

complexity. However, these approaches can turn out

to be highly rewarding in terms of our understanding

of the complexity of directed cell motion in complex

native environments.

Finally, we believe that the field requires deeper

analysis when studying a potential role for durotaxis

in vivo, since simplified assumptions can lead to mis-

leading interpretations about the role of stiffness gradi-

ents in native contexts. In addition, we invite authors

to depart from the prevalent ‘binary’ vision of directed
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cell motion in which results are analysed by consider-

ing the role of either chemical or biophysical cues and

to consider more integrative approaches to directed

cell migration.
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